
quattro/Workflow –  
Screening Data Analysis
Are you working with High-throughput-screening (HTS)? Do you generate 
thousands of data sets every day? 

How do you manage to get the information out of your screening raw data?

quattro/Workflow automates the whole process of analysis and visualization 
of your screening assay data. 

Key Features
 Integrated workflow engine to build complex processing workflows
 Extremely fast: processing of >1000 well plates in just a few minutes
 Handles 96, 384 and any kind of custom well plate formats 
 Integrated robust curve fitting algorithms, e.g. for the IC50 calculations
 Visual multi-well plate inspection to detect trends, anomalies etc.
 Template based raw data import; reads any text or Microsoft Excel® based 

raw data files, even multi-well plate files
 Open SQLite data format
 Freely distributable result viewer included, allows sharing data with 

colleagues or customers
 Stand-alone application, no database or server installation needed
 Oracle interface for the integration into existing infrastructure

The Workflow Engine
quattro/Workflow automates the whole process 
of extraction, transformation and loading (ETL) 
of raw data. Most screening assays produce raw 
data (e.g. fluorescence reader output), that needs 
to be transformed into numeric or textual results 
(e.g. IC-50). Generating results from raw data 
is a multi-step process that is specific for each 
screening assay. quattro/Workflow allows defining 
workflows for an automated analysis of the raw 
data. Depending on the origin of the data, the 
user will receive detailed reports with all relevant 
information, e.g. IC50, Z’, CV etc.
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Initial Screening
quattro/Workflow can analyze and visualize thousands of racks 
in just a few moments. 

Interactive well plate views allow detecting false positives 
quite easily.  
One of the unique features 
of quattro/Workflow is 
the integrated stack view 
displaying all well plates of a 
series superimposed in one 
graphic.

Dose-Response Analysis 
quattro/Workflow performs non-linear regression of 
dose-response data. The built-in plausibility-check 
reduces the need of manual inspections to a minimum.  
The robust fitting module was validated against 
industry-standard statistics packages.

Outlier data points can be removed manually when 
needed. All data manipulation steps are documented in 
the result data files.

Evaluation of ELISA Results
quattro/Workflow analyzes ELISA assay results by using 
a four parameter logistic model fit. Outliers are detected 
automatically by either fixed value or dynamic limit 
of detection analysis. Multiple values of samples with 
different dilutions are normalized automatically.
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Quality Management 
quattro/Workflow automatically calculates several statistical parameters, like Z’, CV etc. Interactive 
charts allow to gain an insight into problematic data sets or to detect trends in time.

Data Import and Export 
quattro/Workflow includes a graphical template editor which allows importing raw data from almost 
any instrumentation.

A database connector enables the direct interaction with standard database systems, e.g. Oracle®.
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